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Abstract

In the past five years, industry has overwhelmingly turned to open source as a primary means to build products and services atop of, with around 80\% of surveyed companies acknowledging that they run on open source. 66\% of companies say they would first consider open source options before proprietary ones. A decade ago, this wasn’t the case at all; these numbers were flipped, with a tiny minority of companies preferring open source solutions.

This has changed the dynamics of open source community markedly. In the early days of the open source movement, most people using a project were also contributing back to it in some way. However, the number of users versus contributors has changed by likely uncountable orders of magnitude. With unicorn startups being built on top of this open source shared infrastructure, the incentives and motives behind open source contributors building this valuable infrastructure has also begun to shift.

Meanwhile, software engineering studies focused on open source have been overwhelmingly quantitative; quantitative analyses on codebases, issue trackers, surveys, etc.

In this essay, we argue that with these changing tides comes dynamics that we can’t easily quantify. Why then do rely predominantly on quantitative methods when we attempt to understand the dynamics of open source communities? We lay out a number of research questions and qualitative techniques from the social sciences that can help us better understand these trends, and how to adapt to them going forward.
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Open Source Has Eaten The World

In the past five to ten years, an enormous shift in industry's attitude towards open source software\(^1\) has taken place. This trend has been tracked year-to-year by the open source security and license compliance firm, Black Duck Software. Black Duck runs an annual survey which asks typically over 1,000 companies about their open source use. In 2010, Black Duck noted that 42% of respondents said their companies run part or all of its operations on open source software [44]. By 2015, 78% of the over 1,300 companies surveyed said that they “run on open source”—a nearly 2x increase in the number of companies saying they build their software products atop open source software [43]. In the same 2015 edition of the survey, a whopping 66% or approximately two-thirds of respondents say that their companies first reach for open source solutions before even considering proprietary ones!

This is a far cry from reality in the early 2000s. Mark Suster, an entrepreneur and venture capitalist provides a glimpse of what it was like to build software products at the turn of the millennium,

“When I built my first company starting in 1999 it cost $2.5 million in infrastructure just to get started and another $2.5 million in team costs to code, launch, manage, market and sell our software.” [47]

At that time, infrastructure upon which to build a software product was proprietary and expensive. Infamous players such as Microsoft fought to keep this status quo, noting the threat of open source in leaked memos,

“Open source software poses a direct, short-term revenue and platform threat to Microsoft, particularly in the server space. Additionally, the intrinsic parallelism and free idea exchange in open source software has benefits that are not replicable with our current licensing model and therefore present a long term [sic] developer mindshare threat.” [52]

In an effort to counter the feared rise of open source, Microsoft famously adopted an “embrace, extend, extinguish” strategy intent on thwarting the momentum of the open source movement by publicizing usability issues in open source software, and embracing, extending, and extinguishing open protocols [51]. For the better part of a decade, Microsoft was in an open war with open source, and the future of software seemed to be headed in a decidedly different direction.

However, Microsoft’s vision for open source never came to pass. Fast-forward again to 2015 where a vast majority of companies build atop open source software and avoid even considering proprietary software in their stacks. Open source has clearly won, despite countless trials and tribulations over the past decade and a half. And now, the modus operandi of many software startups is to build value by building on what can be reused. For example, Mike Krieger, the co-founder of Instagram, in a blog article offering advice to other startup founders recommends to embrace open source,

---

\(^1\) Throughout this essay, we use the term “open source” but do so with the intention of indiscriminately referring to both free/libre and open source software (FLOSS).
“Borrow instead of building whenever possible. There are hundreds of fantastic open-source projects that have been built through the hard experience of creating and scaling companies; especially around infrastructure and monitoring … that can save you time and let you focus on actually building out your product.” [33]

Krieger’s view is also in line with that of Nadia Eghbal’s experience as a software developer in the foreword of her report on the unseen labor behind open source [23], namely that building software products these days is in large part pulling together and building a patchwork of different pieces of open source software,

“I saw the enormous amounts of money being poured into software companies. But as an amateur software developer, I knew that I had never done any of it alone. I used free and publicly available code which I cobbled together and offered up for personal or commercial purposes. Really, the people behind those projects, whoever they were, had done most of the work.” [23]

1.1 The Manpower Behind Open Source

Meanwhile, as we continue to promote the merits of reusing existing open source solutions, and as we continue to indiscriminately build products from open source components, we largely miss the unfortunate reality behind some of these open source projects.

A well-known example is OpenSSL, a toolkit for Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols, and a general-purpose cryptography library. In 2014, OpenSSL was used on 66% of all web servers worldwide to secure connections on the internet. In April of 2014, a catastrophic security bug dubbed “Heartbleed” was discovered in OpenSSL’s implementation of TLS that affected around 17% of the world’s secure web servers at the time of disclosure.

Prior to Heartbleed, OpenSSL was maintained by only a handful of volunteers, despite the fact that much of the global internet and the world’s largest companies depended heavily on the security provided by OpenSSL. Steve Marquess, a US Department of Defense security consultant noticed another contributor, Stephen Henson, worked full time on OpenSSL and learned after years of working with him on OpenSSL that Henson earned only one-fifth of Marquess’s salary [23]. Nadia Eghbal described the situation on the OpenSSL team as,

“Until that moment, [Marquess] had ‘always assumed, (as had the rest of the world) that the OpenSSL team was large, active, and well resourced.’ In reality, OpenSSL wasn’t even able to support one person’s work.” [23]

While this is just one anecdotal story, it’s likely that there exist many other important open source projects that businesses are built upon, and which suffer from similar or worse manpower and sustainability woes.

Although not a reliable metric for identifying projects with sustainability woes, efforts on estimating the Truck Factor [2, 25] of a given software project could provide a useful metric for identifying projects with manpower woes. The Truck Factor, or Bus Factor as it is sometimes known, is the minimum number of team members that have to suddenly disappear from a project before a project is incapacitated. Tools
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to calculate the Truck Factor of a code base based on its commit history have been developed [29], and offer a powerful and sometimes frightening glimpse into the health of some of the world’s most widely-used open source projects.

While preliminary work, Avelino et. al [3] have applied their Truck Factor calculation to the 133 most popular GitHub projects across several programming languages, and have found that 64% of the top projects on GitHub rely on only 1 or 2 developers to survive—a jarring figure if true. Projects such as Sass, the popular CSS preprocessor, and D3, the popular JavaScript library for visualizing data, are both calculated to have a Truck Factor of 1—meaning that there is only a single developer that guarantees the project’s survival. Projects such as Pandas, a widely-used Python data analysis library, the Clojure programming language, and Apache Cassandra, the popular NoSQL database, are all calculated to have a Truck Factor of 2. The remaining 36% of popular GitHub projects analyzed have Truck Factors spread from 3 to 250. The full table of results can be found in Avelino et. al’s preliminary study [3]. If accurate, these results imply that manpower shortages for popular open source projects not only exist, but that they may be commonplace!

To make matters worse, reports of contributor distress abound amid the shifting dynamics and rapid uptake of open source by industry. In her report, Eghbal quotes Noah Kantrowitz, a member of the Python Software Foundation, who describes this shift,

“In the early days of the open source movement there were relatively few projects and in general most people using a project were also contributing back to it in some way. Both of these have changed by likely uncountable orders of magnitude.”

“The other problem is the growing imbalance between producers and consumers. In the past, these were roughly in balance. Everyone put time and effort in to the Commons and everyone reaped the benefits. These days, very few people put in that effort and the vast majority simply benefit from those that do. This imbalance has become so ingrained that for a company to re-pay (in either time or money) even a small fraction of the value they derive from the Commons is almost unthinkable.” [23]

Meanwhile, contributor distress and even burnout seem to be on the rise, often at the hands of successful companies that have benefitted from open source. Another quote from Eghbal’s report, from Daniel Roy Greenfeld, a Python and Django developer captures this sentiment,

“I personally get regular demands for unpaid work (Discussions about payment for work always stall) by healthy high profit companies large and small for [my projects]. If I don’t respond in a timely fashion, if I’m not willing to accept a crappy pull request, I/we get labeled a jerk. There is nothing like having core Python/PyPA maintainers working for Redhat [sic] demanding unpaid work while criticizing what they consider your project’s shortcomings to ruin your day and diminish your belief in open source.” [23]

Many more often more colorful instances of contributor burnout, rage-quitting, and other types of contributor attrition continue [1, 7, 15, 50].
In the early days of the open source movement, most people using a project were also contributing back to it in some way. However, the number of users versus contributors has changed by likely uncountable orders of magnitude. With unicorn startups being built on top of this open source shared infrastructure, the incentives and motives behind open source contributors building this valuable infrastructure has also begun to shift.

With this shift in the dynamics of open source communities, how are contributors’ attitudes changing? In this essay, we argue that with these changing tides comes dynamics that we can’t easily quantify. Why then do rely predominantly on quantitative methods when we attempt to understand the dynamics of open source communities?

2 How Have Open Source Communities Been Studied Thus Far?

For almost two decades, open source communities have been the subject of studies on people’s motivations or on community structures. These studies generally used quantitative approaches because the goal was to provide universal understanding about this world-spanning, decentralized, and ever growing phenomenon which has people freely working together. Here, quantitative studies want to be—and are—able to generalize findings to make assumptions about a large and dynamic community. Open source communities as well provide easy access to relevant social and work related data that can be mined. Therefore, it seems reasonable to turn to quantitative methods for collecting and analyzing data and to test hypotheses.

Recently, qualitative approaches have begun to be used to analyze characteristics of open source communities. As we will further outline in the following section, it becomes clear that there is a growing need for qualitative methods to look at more detailed aspects of the social dynamics of open source communities.

2.1 Quantitative Approaches

Looking at the ongoing changes in the open source software communities, quantitative research provides generalized insights on intrinsic and extrinsic factors for contributing [34]. Job and career opportunities [35], technical and market success, or licensing and consumer base [38] are equally important motivations as enjoyment, interest, or obligation and community [36] for people to contribute to open source projects. While hybrid forms of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation seem to be most common, psychological factors and as well social characteristics of work design, workplace, and socio-demographic variables and values play important roles regarding social recognition and identification in open source contributing [37].

These findings are based on quantitative approaches, such as surveys, which allow to collect and analyze data about people’s motivation to engage and contribute in open source software development [21]. Quantitative studies also look at aspects of labor [28] and problem-solving, project-related behavior, or modes of strategic communication to generate variables for analyzing open source communities in relation to patterns of participation, membership or (self-)regulation [27].
Quantitative network analysis illustrates factors beyond motivation. Self-development and altruism [41], and reputation and positive evaluation are additional factors for open source software contribution, they largely base on preferential attachment, accumulated advantage, homophily, and shared affiliations [32].

In a broad perspective, quantitative research demonstrates, that ‘community’ is one major quality for open source software contribution and engagement. Learning from peers, creating valuable artifacts, and foremost altruism and personal devotion to create better software environments while at the same time selflessly helping a community are key aspects among paid and unpaid contributors alike [4].

Quantitative studies exemplify community-based interaction and structures as general key elements in the creation and the progress of open source software groups. But they as well hint that many detailed aspects on individual levels define people’s decisions in joining, contributing to, and maintaining open source software projects. Given the ongoing changes in software industry and its relation with open source software development, as well as vice versa, individual aspects seem to play an increasing role. This calls for new in-depth research on the changes in motivations, benefits, goals etc. in open source communities from a primarily qualitative perspective.

2.2 Qualitative Approaches

In general, only few approaches have been made so far to analyze open source communities using qualitative methods, though some studies notice a growing need for it [45]. Similar to the quantitative research, early qualitative studies identify comparable motivations and benefits of contributing [9]. However, qualitative analyses are able to connect the characteristics of open source communities to basic social concepts, such as the forms of capital by French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1986).

2.2.1 Social Capital

Bourdieu defines the potential of an individual as a combination of different proportions of economic, social, cultural, and symbolic capital. Each form of capital is generated through social interaction and can be accumulated, institutionalized, or even materialized and as well turned into one of the other forms. Bourdieu defines social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition – or in other words, to membership in a group – which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them to credit, in the various senses of the word” [10]. Therefore, social capital includes all current and potential resources of an individual that are linked to participating in social relationships and networks. In this way, social capital refers to the relationship of individuals within a group and not to the individual itself, it defines and enables membership in a community [36]. This is an important aspect when looking at online communities because individuals who are only loosely connected in a network, or not at all (so-called ‘weak ties’), need to gather higher social capital in order to participate in networks.
Looking at open source software communities, studies find that, while coding quality is important on a technical and work level, social capital in terms of reputation based on peer feedback and social behavior within open source communities is as well crucial [14]. Socialization and sociality are key factors in building, shaping, and maintaining open source communities as well as for stepping up within open source communities. This connects to further theories of social capital, for example Robert Putnam (2000), who shows that social capital and social interaction are indicators for ways individuals organize themselves in societal structures and how they maintain communities through shared activities [42]. In interviews with open source contributors, studies find strong approval of ‘social contributions’ and social capital, such as community-orientated behavior, versus professional contributions, like programming or coding, which illustrates that social skills or social capital is not considered to be ‘work’ [16].

In terms of the changing dynamics between open source software communities and industry, the first research question would be:

**Research Question 1**

In which way do contributors and developers in open source software communities still value social capital, given the context of increasing industry exploitation and interference?

Another relevant aspect within open source software communities, is that, for example, social capital can be achieved through close social relations and solid infrastructures but as well through loose networks with structural holes [40].

### 2.2.2 Structural Holes

The social theory of structural holes can be another relevant approach to look at the ongoing changes in open source software communities. It derives from American sociologist Ronald Burt [12] who provides explanations for differences in social capital through network analysis. Structural holes are based on a concept of competition, people or parties with complementary resources or information are divided by a ‘structural hole’ that is filled by a third person or party who connects the other two and therefore creates advantages. In this way, the theory of structural holes deals with the missing of relationships within a network and defines several networks that have no or only little overlaps while each network itself has very strong ties. Usually, structural holes are filled through individuals with weak ties, which means that a high social capital is needed. Whoever fills structural holes, individuals or groups, gains higher visibility and information advantage within networks [13].

Contributors to and developers of open source software are able to fill structural holes between open source community networks and industry networks. This entails numerous aspects, such as connecting unpaid labor to commercial and profit-seeking companies. From an organizational perspective, some studies already use a social network analysis approach to look at strategies of companies in collaborating in open source software projects [49].
Given the dynamics and changes between open source software communities and industry, a second research question would be:

**Research Question 2**

Under which circumstances are open source software contributors and developers still willing to fill structural holes between open source software communities and industry?

Both research questions imply posing longer-term or self-biographical questions to open source contributors and their relationship to open source software development and communities. Further, this also implies to look beyond only the working environment an open source contributor finds themselves within. Rather, it should also include questions exploring biographical dimensions, social dimensions, and political attitudes that touch upon the foundational philosophies of open source and free software culture.

For example, in their study, Carillo, Huff & Chawner as well propose a “more global and confirmatory approach addressing an individuals’ entire socialization experience” [16]. They argue that qualitative research on open source software communities and their members/contributors should not simply rely on data available from within the community, such as emails or forums, but should try to capture people’s biographical and professional history, attitudes, decisions etc. to find out about crucial socialization aspects concerning open source activities. In qualitative interviews with open source contributors, Carillo, Huff & Chawner ask about “different instances of citizenship behavior in the FOSS community context” and about “key factors that characterize the socialization experience of newcomers in FOSS communities” [16].

Such an approach could be instructive when applied to better understanding changes in attitudes and motivations related to contributors' desire to gather social capital as well as to fill structural holes.

### 3 A New Approach

We argue for a new qualitative approach focused on analyzing organizational, professional and social changes in and as well towards open source communities which could as well be enhanced with a mixed-method design. Many studies call for qualitative research as it is so far underrepresented in analyzing open source software development. As previously shown, quantitative studies mainly illustrate reputational, professional, or social dimensions in contributors’ motivations to work in open source. They also provide information to outline profiles of contributors to get ideas on the research area of open source. Data mining and big data sets enable analyses and interpretations of general aspects in organizational research on open source communities, their team structures and network structures [17, 53]. This leads to generalizable results to evaluate organizational structures and peer contexts in open source communities. Qualitative research may use existing quantitative data of recent studies or can be based on quantitative results to draft relevant questions. Standardized methods in
quantitative research, based on the principle of intersubjectivity, help to measure and generate phenomena of empirical observation based on hypotheses. In our proposed research, qualitative methods are far more suitable because we do not seek to generalize hypothetical assumptions but to evaluate in-depth understanding of social and sociocultural aspects in the changing dynamics of open source communities.

To answer the proposed research questions, an approach based on Grounded Theory [18, 31, 46] should be applied. Grounded Theory is a methodology from the social sciences in which a social theory is systematically constructed out of collected data. For example, to develop a theory about social interaction requires interviewing people or observing social situations. Grounded Theory methodology allows one to inductively frame research questions, as well gathered from quantitative studies, and to collect, transcribe, analyze, and interpret data using a variety of qualitative methods. In Grounded Theory, collecting, extracting, and analyzing data follows a circular process based on a special type of sampling called theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling allows data to be collected as long as it provides new insights to the research question, and the size of a sample can be adapted to first results [5, 30, 39].

Therefore, we suggest conducting qualitative interviews [6, 11, 20, 26, 48] with open source software developers and contributors paired with content analysis of accessible written documentation in online forums and user groups etc. Qualitative interviews seek to describe and understand individual meanings in life worlds of the interviewees and to get behind subjective stories and experiences [20, 22, 26]. In this way, qualitative research can provide a more detailed and personal perspective than, for example, quantitative surveys. Qualitative interviews as well enable the researcher to adjust to the live interview situation and to ask specific follow-up questions based on the progress of the interview and the information obtained from the interviewee [6, 48]. Interviewees function as experts of their professional and social community [8, 26]. They can provide detailed insights into the structures of a research area. Therefore, interviews should either be semi-structured or narrative to ensure open questions for individual subjects, ideas, and structuring by the interviewee [6]. However, general conversation guiding and stimulating questions should be prepared, also to ensure easier coding in the following analysis and interpretation of the interview data. Semi-structured or narrative interviews are also always recorded and transcribed.

The analysis of interview data in Grounded Theory then follows three basic steps. First, identifying codes in the interview transcripts, that means, marking key aspects and tagging them with new or already generated codes. Second, combining codes and connecting them to formulate concepts. Third, comparing concepts and relating them to each other to formulate a theory. For coding interviews data analysis software, such as MAXQDA or Dedoose, can be used. These steps as well involve writing memos that may be integrated at any step while going through codes and concepts. The constant comparison of concepts includes extracting negative cases that do not fit to refine the theory [19].

Interviewees can, for example, be recruited by using existing contacts in academia as well as via online forums [26]. Regarding our research questions, it appears to be significant to, on the one hand, interview people who are newer to the open
source software community and, on the other hand, people who are seniors and have contributed and developed a decent number of open source software projects. This is to broaden the potential field of qualitative data given the assumptions of ongoing changes in open source software development.

Further questions could ask about personal attitudes towards social and cultural concepts in open source communities, career factors regarding personal involvement in open source development, or personal experiences with industry and open source contributions.

### In Closing

Open source is changing. However, the motivation and benefits that we can see from quantitative studies for people in the past are unlikely to change in the future. People will most likely continue or start to devote their time and skills to open source projects in favor of community-based learning, sharing, helping, advancing etc. or because of job prospects. This is the foundation of the open source philosophy. In contrast, what is changing is that industry is increasingly exploiting the good will of people to build products that only a small minority may potentially benefit from while at the same time industry is gaining more and more commercial profit.

Consequentially, it seems these trends are challenging the ideals and foundations of open source philosophy and hence people’s mindset on joining or staying in open source projects. To find out whether open source contributors are aware of these changes, and to find out about their personal inner processes of weighing and deciding of how to contribute or being part of a community, one can’t rely on quantitative surveys or data.

Rather, as proposed, qualitative methods can provide in-depth insights, detailed information, and individual perspectives on the dynamics of open source. We know about the apparent changes on the industry side, but we do not know entirely about potential changes in decision-making, attitudes, inner processes etc. on the contributors’ side as they are less visible within the generally “unseen labor” [24] in open source software.

Qualitative interviews are the most useful way to collect this sort of information and data from individuals. Grounded Theory is the most sensible way of structuring, describing, analyzing, and interpreting this kind of interview data to eventually come up with a social theory that can provide general validity about changing attitudes in and towards open source software.
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